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Towards a New Comprehensive Maritime Strategy 

Summary 

The US military is at a crossroads with respect to its aging Surge / Ready Reserve Fleet (RRF). 

This crisis in readiness and capability is a symptom of a larger problem, evidenced by the 

inability of the US to maintain a healthy commercial maritime industry, which in its current state 

is unable to provide the US military with the necessary capabilities and resources (to include 

merchant mariners) to satisfy national security goals, let alone fulfill its true fundamental 

purpose, which is to carry the nation’s commerce. As discussed in this paper, to address this 

problem requires a bold rethinking of the purpose and goals of maritime policy within the larger 

framework of US global strategy.  By developing and implementing a “Blue Economy” 

industrial policy that ensures the ongoing vitality of a US shipping industry engaged in 

international trade, the US military can ensure this industry provides the capabilities the US 

military will require in time of war. In this way, the US government can shift its focus and the 

attendant responsibility away from procuring and/or maintaining a fleet of vessels with the 

expectation that these assets will satisfy military “readiness” requirements, to an overarching 

industrial policy that allows a thriving commercial maritime sector to provide any and all 

capabilities needed by the US military regardless of the type of threat or conflict.  

The Role of the Blue Economy in National Security 

A superficial examination of US vs Chinese maritime strategy reveals stark differences between 

the two as relates to the commercial/economic aspects of maritime power. The US and China 

have fundamentally different views of what it means to be a maritime power.  In the Chinese 

strategy of Making China a Sea Power Nation the economic  and commercial aspects, or Blue 

Economy, take center stage and are explicitly recognized as a major component of both China’s 

overall economic prosperity and national security.  China recognizes the importance of a diverse 

Blue Economy and specifically targets strong, internationally competitive Blue Economy 

industries including shipping, shipbuilding, maritime technology, and port operations for growth.  

More importantly the Chinese treat these industries as an ecosystem that must be nurtured as 

such, ensuring all parts work synergistically in the furtherance of national level goals.  So in the 

Chinese view, maritime power is a comprehensive concept covering all aspects of activity on and 

under the ocean.   Maritime power is utilized as a critical tool in shaping the international order 
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in a way that meets Chinese national goals.  An interesting aspect of the current competition 

between the US and China is that the Chinese are not attempting to directly overthrow the US 

designed international system of governance.1  They are developing a competing, parallel 

institutional infrastructure, then offering the world the opportunity to join that infrastructure vice 

the existing US led one.2   Under the doctrinal principal of “uniting with friends and 

disintegrating enemies”, manipulation of public opinion is an important strategic capability for 

the furtherance of Chinese objectives and trade plays a key role in this effort.3  In fact, the 

Chinese have an actual program to “influence politics through trade.”4 One aspect of the program 

is designed to influence the choice of the rising Chinese institutional design over the US 

institutional design.    Chinese influence is real and operative every day in the lives of the people 

in countries in which it is active.   Contrary to the popular perception of China employing this 

strategy in developing countries where debt diplomacy is the primary tool, China is making 

active investments in port operations all over the developed world, including, for example, the 

Port Authority of Piraeus (the port serving Athens Greece); Haifa, Israel and Trieste in Italy 

which just became the newest partner in the One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR).  The Blue 

Economy in China is a pillar in the OBOR initiative as the Maritime Silk Road (representing the 

“R” in this “OBOR” acronym). Therefore the Blue Economy and its associated industries are 

deeply integrated into achieving Chinese national objectives throughout the world.   

In the US, the closest strategy documents we have that compare to the Chinese policy is the 

Cooperative Strategy for a 21st Century Sea Power (CS21) and the later Design for Maintaining 

Maritime Superiority.  These strategies address neither sea power nor maritime power, they 

address naval power.  The Blue Economy of the US is not even mentioned.   In the US, maritime 

power is a very narrow concept basically restricted to the capability to employ force against an 

adversary, and the implied, if not explicit, offer to employ that capability, either for itself or on 

behalf of potential allies, to shape the international order in a way that is in the best interests of 

the US.  The value of the US approach is not apparent on a daily basis to citizens with whom it is 

                                                           
1 This US led system of governance would include the international institutions (e.g. World Bank, IMF, WTO) 
underpinning the world order and guiding its development since the end of World War II.  
2 An example would be the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank which includes, as investing members, about half 
of NATO countries.  https://www.aiib.org/en/about-aiib/governance/members-of-bank/index.html 
3 One element of what the Chinese refer to as “The Three Strategies” consisting of psychological, public opinion 
and legal. 
4 https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/Hsiao%20-Written%20Statement.pdf 
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attempting to cultivate influence. To recognize the value of this approach, one must begin with a 

number of assumptions. First, that there is a likely conflict in which a US alliance is useful. 

Second, that the US will actually 

show up for this conflict. And 

third, that the US would win if it 

did.  All of these assumptions are 

very much in doubt in the current 

world environment.   

Unfortunately, even if these 

assumptions hold true, it does not 

change the fact that this strategy 

does not address the role of the 

Blue Economy.  To contrast, while 

the Chinese have a strategy that 

addresses the Blue Economy starting at national level goals (which include international 

influence in shaping the global order) and flowing to clearly articulated outcomes required of 

Blue Economy industries to contribute to those goals, the US has nothing.  In the US model the 

Blue Economy is irrelevant as a force in shaping outcomes related to national goals.  The Blue 

Economy and its component industries are always reacting, as a “special interest”, to events and 

outcomes, continuously searching for relevance in a process indifferent to its existence.  The US 

National Security Strategy has four pillars of activity with the fourth being “Advance American 

Influence.”5  This is where the Blue Economy should play a role; however, the strategy 

document is silent on this point, as there is no official policy tying the Blue Economy to that 

national level goals.  In contrast, China has the largest shipping companies in the world, is the 

world’s largest shipbuilder, and has the world’s largest port operating companies, resulting in 

maritime influence that spans the globe.  Chinese built ships designed with cutting edge Chinese 

developed technology operated by Chinese shipping companies call at Chinese operated ports to 

deliver goods manufactured in a Chinese managed international supply chain throughout the 

world.   That is the Chinese vision- a bold, compelling vision which has no parallel in the US, 

neither in specificity of desired outcome nor audacity in thinking.   All the US has as a counter is 

                                                           
5 https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/NSS-Final-12-18-2017-0905-2.pdf 
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the world’s most powerful Navy, with the influence of that Navy diminishing rapidly in the 

current competition to shape the global system of governance.  In order for the US to maintain its 

role as the dominate force in shaping the global order, an urgent reset in strategy is required. The 

Chinese weapon of choice in the competition for global influence is an economic and 

commercial one.  The US is using a gun.  The days when international influence over the global 

order can be maintained solely, or even primarily, at the point of a gun are over.   The US must 

recognize the change in the environment and adapt its weapon set to the competition it is in, not 

the competition it is prepared for.  To do so, the US must develop and implement a Blue 

Economy strategy immediately, as we are already far behind.   

A Blue Economy Industrial Policy 

To begin addressing the Blue Economy it is important to first recognize where we are starting, 

and in this monograph we are focused on the shipping component of the Blue Economy in order 

to manage paper length.  However it is important to again stress that the Blue Economy is an 

ecosystem where the health of any one component affects the overall health of the system and 

needs to be managed as such, with the government’s main function to be setting and tending to 

the environment in which the ecosystem exists, ensuring the right conditions are maintained for 

healthy growth.  The self-organizing nature of this system of systems needs to be what guides its 

development, not government dictate.  This should be the primary difference between how the 

US and Chinese view the development of 

maritime power, not the fundamental nature 

of it.  Such an approach requires the US 

adopt an activist, comprehensive and 

integrated industrial policy as regards the 

Blue Economy, a radical change in itself.  

This policy is then supported by component industry strategies such as a shipping strategy, 

shipbuilding strategy, maritime manpower and training, maritime related R&D, etc.6  It also 

means the US government must walk a fine line between an industrial policy that manages the 

                                                           
6 The components of the Blue Economy that would require individual strategies to support the industrial policy can 
include activities such as seabed exploitation and use, maritime training and education, and fisheries management, 
as examples. 
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environment, which is what is required, and an industrial policy that attempts to manage the Blue 

Economy (or its component industries) directly, which will fail.   

There are two common themes often vocalized by proponents of the US shipping industry to 

stress its importance in achieving the nation’s overall goals.  The first theme concerns its 

importance to the economic security of the US in carrying our nation’s trade; and second, the 

importance of the industry in carrying our nation’s military to war.  But the truth is, the US 

merchant marine is not meeting its full potential and may fail in meeting both aspects against a 

near peer competitor.  Looking first at the economic security aspect, the US flag merchant 

marine today plays an insignificant role in the economic security of the US.  According to the 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, at the end of 2018, the US had a total of 

61 containerships in all trades, including domestic, representing 2.8 million deadweight tons of 

capacity.  China by comparison had 741 containerships representing 37.1 million deadweight 

tons of capacity.7   Containerships are the workhorse of globalization and the innovation that 

allows the disaggregation of supply chains and the exploitation of comparative advantage at the 

high levels of granularity that shape patterns of trade today.  China has a goal of being self-

sufficient in shipping within the next few decades, meaning it will be able to carry substantially 

all of its foreign trade on Chinese flagged ships.  The US has no comparative goal, and the result 

is unsurprising. The level of foreign trade carried on US flagged ships is currently less than two 

percent.  So one requirement in a new shipping strategy is to state a national level goal for a 

minimum level of US foreign trade that should be carried on US flag ships, accompanied by a 

time frame in which that goal is expected to be achieved, and a program for dedicating the 

resources to get there.  The problem is that, in the US, the function of a state flag merchant 

marine has been lost.  That function is to carry the nation’s commerce first and foremost and that 

is where, in the competition for influence, the US flag industry is needed.  In the US, the notion 

that the merchant marine is about commerce seems to have been abandoned and it urgently needs 

to be recovered as a national priority.   

The second vital aspect of the shipping industry is its ability to carry the nation to war.  This is 

the primary reason the US requires a substantial and sustainable US flag merchant marine as 

vocalized by industry pundits.  The problem is that a viable merchant marine is not sustainable 

                                                           
7 https://unctadstat.unctad.org/wds/TableViewer/tableView.aspx 
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without a healthy industry employing mariners on state-of-the art vessels actively engaged in 

global trade. The absence of such a healthy industry has wide-ranging effects. In testimony 

before the House Armed Services Committee, the Commander of US TRANSCOM showed a 

graphic representing the status, as of 6 March, 2019, of the 61 ship Surge / RRF Sealift fleet.   Of 

those 61 ships, 13 (21.3%) were not mission capable due to maintenance or equipment issues.  A 

further six (16.3%) had lost their Certificate of Inspection required by the US Coast Guard to 

even get under way, bringing the total number of ships incapable of meeting mission to 31 

percent.  All but six of those 61 (90%) are over 30 years old, many being over 50, meaning they 

are obsolete with replacement parts for repairs hard to impossible to find.  A quarter of the fleet 

are steam propulsion, meaning they have unreliable main propulsion and finding engineers with 

the proper credentials to run them is problematic.  The inability of the US to reliably transport its 

forces to war on short notice is well documented.  What is often overlooked in these discussions 

is that the need to rely on a surge fleet to begin with is directly tied to the first issue noted above 

– the US does not have a viable merchant fleet that is not tied directly to government programs.  

Nor does the US have any national level goal or policy for a viable merchant fleet, and because 

of that, no strategy for how and where a merchant fleet contributes to national level goals and 

objectives.  To the extent thinking goes in to the composition of the US international merchant 

fleet, it is done by, and seen through the lens of, the US military.  The current distress tied to 

recapitalizing the surge fleet discussed above, along with the proper ship mix for the Maritime 

Security Program (MSP), the source of support that keeps the minimal US flag fleet in 

international trade alive, is the extent of the thinking devoted to the merchant marine.    

The dilemma created here is that the needs of the military are driving what the US flag fleet 

looks like, not the needs of the international market for seaborne transportation.  As the needs of 

the military diverge from the demands of the commercial market, an already uncompetitive US 

flag fleet may become fatally so, perhaps beyond salvation. The military will, rightfully, focus on 

required capability – expressed as a number of ships (whether or not there is actually anything 

for them to do), leading to the ineffective surge / ROS model we have now.  In contrast, a market 

based systems approach is focused on cargo, not ships, a critical distinction that will be explored 

further.  Combined, these facts highlight the need to not only solve the critical problems noted 

above, but solve them from a system of systems perspective.  For example, the current 

conversation is about recapitalizing the surge fleet –a model with acknowledged shortcomings.  
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The conversation is never about structuring the industry such that the surge fleet is not necessary 

– which is what should be done, and if done correctly will set the industry on the path to 

revitalization and reclaiming its proper role in the economy.   Stove piped “solutions” aimed at 

addressing small parts of individual problems will not succeed.   Doing what we have always 

done will not lead to different outcomes - new thinking that addresses the totality of the issue, 

both from the civilian and military perspectives, is required. 

So what exactly would the shipping component of a Blue Economy industrial policy look like? 

In designing such a system there are a few background factors that are requirements for success: 

 There needs to be clearly articulated national level goals, enshrined in public policy, for 

the Blue Economy, including a clear vision that states precisely where and how the Blue 

Economy contributes to the greater national good and explaining where the Blue 

Economy fits into the hierarchy of national strategy documents starting at the National 

Security Strategy as noted above.   

 Establishment of an activist, comprehensive, integrated industrial policy for the Blue 

Economy which manages the environment necessary for the Blue Economy ecosystem to 

flourish while avoiding the temptation to directly manage the Blue Economy or its 

component industries.  This may require a cabinet or sub-cabinet level department to be 

established.   

 Specific milestones need to be established and analyzed, such as the amount of US 

foreign commerce carried on US flag ships. 

 The goals articulated above must be backed by resources – a willingness to pay just as the 

nation pays for a Navy or Coast Guard.  Resources and a willingness to pay does not 

mean, nor should it mean, direct payments to industry, which produces unhealthy 

distortions.  Instead, it means a willingness first to invest in the resources to design and 

implement the required industrial policy, and second, to invest in the resources necessary 

to execute it. The primary focus as it relates to a shipping strategy should be on those 

resources that generate cargo and to make choices on how to ship it.   

 As these requirements are developed and implemented, there will also be an immediate 

need to stabilize the industry and keep it from deteriorating further.  Stabilizing the 

current military mission orientation of the merchant marine and using that as the seed or 
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foundation for a revitalized merchant marine and Blue Economy growth is a foundational 

part of the industrial policy and component shipping industry strategy. 

  In order to realize these goals, there needs to be a single entity within the executive 

branch with complete responsibility and the necessary authority to implement policies 

critical for success.   

Saving and stabilizing what currently exists 

While a broader comprehensive Blue Economy industrial policy is being developed, the current 

dire situation must be recognized and stabilized.   As noted above, the primary purpose of the 

merchant marine should be focused on carrying the nation’s commerce, but at present that is 

nothing more than an aspiration. Instead, the US international merchant fleet is completely 

oriented around military needs.  Any stabilization plan needs to recognize that fact and work 

with it, but in a way that will support a broader transformation of the industry.  The very first 

step is to start viewing the industry as a system rather than independent parts each managed 

independent of the others.   As an illustration, Military Sealift command (MSC) manages their 

part of the industry without visibility/awareness to potential impacts on the MSP/Voluntary 

Intermodal Sealift Agreement (VISA) programs.  As an example, when MSC wants to activate a 

ROS ship they search for cargo to offset the cost.  That is cargo that the MSP fleet relies on as 

preference cargo, which is a fundamental piece of the economic equation that makes MSP work.   

 

The above diagram illustrates the problem. The left view shows how the government treats the 

industry.  Decisions are made for each segment without regard for the potential impact on other 
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segments.  There is either a lack of awareness or visibility that overlaps exist, and a failure to 

recognize the consequences for action in one area as impacting another. But in fact, the industry 

exists as shown on the right and the areas of overlap represent areas of conflicting priorities 

where the potential for dysfunction is high.   The overlap can be how military cargo is 

apportioned as in the example above, or what ship types belong in what circle, or what types of 

ships the government should own and what types it should charter from the commercial market.  

The areas of overlap are not static; changing world events and consequent demands of the US 

military shift the positions of the circles relative to each other, changing the size and shape of the 

overlaps.  In a more accurate but difficult to visualize version, there would be multiple layers of 

the diagram with each layer representing a different type of overlap (cargo, ship type, budget, 

etc.) all of which must be managed simultaneously as they shift.   

With the above diagrams as background, the template for a more effective systems of systems 

management structure can be worked out.  It would include the following: 

 An understanding that the diagram on the right is the way the (simplified) system exists 

and a recognition that the critical focus needs to be on managing overlaps, not individual 

circles. 

 Establishing an integrated command structure for the entire military support enterprise – 

a single office that manages, and is answerable for, all aspects of the system. 

 A top down, blank sheet, review of policy – starting with defining what success looks 

like (through concrete, measurable goals), then moving to the question of fleet 

architecture, and what is actually needed to fight the fight we are likely to face.  This 

analysis will then lead to the optimum procurement strategy to obtain that fleet and keep 

it relevant and adaptable / flexible to the evolving threat environment. 

 Advocacy and direct support for evolving into the desired comprehensive Blue 

Economy end state discussed further below.
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Managing towards the end state 

As previously noted, the diagram on the right above is only an intermediate step necessary to 

stabilize the failing, military oriented state the merchant marine is currently in.  The end state is 

the Blue Economy firmly nested in overarching national level goals such as those articulated in 

the National Security Strategy.  The Blue Economy is then supported by component level 

industry strategies which take into account areas where the strategies need to, first and foremost, 

not conflict with one another (something 

clearly present in the current relationship 

between shipbuilding and shipping).  Next, to 

the extent possible, the strategies must support 

each other, premised on the idea that a healthy 

Blue Economy is an ecosystem where all 

components operate effectively for the system 

to flourish and grow. This is one important and 

overarching function of the industrial policy – 

to integrate and de-conflict the component 

strategies.  The industrial policy must also 

address specific areas where military needs are 

met by Blue Economy component industries.  The needs of the military are then overlaid on the 

various component strategies and satisfied through them with the result that the military does not 

need its own strategy for achieving what the Blue Economy will provide.  Through this process, 

a strong and vibrant Blue Economy, including as a component industry a healthy and self-

sufficient US merchant marine, can be a vital tool for achieving national level goals.   

In closing, it needs to be recognized that over the past few decades, the US has focused on 

developing ever more advanced weapons with a firm belief that cutting-edge military technology 

can address any form of global threat, with little thought to other forms of competition.  This 

strategy, which continues to this day, comes with an ever increasing price tag.8  The Chinese, 

while certainly not ignoring advances in military capability, have invested far more in a 

commercial and economic strategy designed to win the fight before any shots are fired.  One of 

                                                           
8 The Chinese themselves have analyzed this as a weakness in US strategy.  See Unrestricted Warfare, Qiao Liang 
and Wang Xiangsui.  Originally written in 1999 as a text book for strategy courses for PLA officers. 
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the US national level goals must be to reorient and reconsider the resources utilized, as well as 

the overall approach taken, in the current competition with the Chinese for influence over the 

global system of governance.  

Conclusion 

As stated above, the US military is at a crossroads with respect to its aging Surge / RRF fleet. As 

the RRF fleet competes with numerous other funding priorities within the Department of 

Defense (DoD), it is increasingly difficult to justify the allocation of financial resources9 to 

maintain a fleet that is obsolete and not mission ready. The problem with the RRF is indicative of 

the larger problem addressed in this paper, which must be addressed in a two-step process. In the 

short-term, the US government should take an immediate “stabilizing” step by replacing the RRF 

through a staggered chartering structure replacing 20% of the fleet per year with commercial 

tonnage, which could completely replace the entire RRF over a five-year period. This chartering 

structure would allow DoD to constantly update the RRF vessel mix, while ensuring assets 

remain mission capable through a rotation among prepositioning, FOS and ROS/surge status. 

This “dynamic RRF” would be complemented by the MSP and VISA programs and DoD organic 

assets, which together would fulfill the military’s sealift requirements. This “dynamic RRF” 

would also continue the shift within the US government from viewing sealift “readiness” in 

terms of specific programs and vessels to viewing it in terms of capabilities. This shift began 

with the VISA program, where DoD assesses each participant’s capability through available 

intermodal networks and systems, in addition to the sealift capacity made available by specific 

vessels.  

In the longer term, the US government will address its sealift requirements through the 

implementation of a Blue Economy industrial policy.  Once in place, this industrial policy will 

allow the US government and industry to engage in a market based systems approach focused on 

cargo needs as opposed to assets (vessels, mariners, etc.). Once realized, the US government’s 

concerns will be limited to accessing the varied capabilities of a healthy commercial industry for 

its transportation requirements, as opposed to its current responsibility for developing, 

                                                           
9 The 46 vessels in MARAD’s National Defense Reserve Fleet are provided an annual maintenance budget in excess 
of $365 million.  
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maintaining, updating and, most importantly, financing, an inventory of transportation assets 

which over time may or may not continue to suit its needs.   


